1966 Ferrari 275 - GTS RHD
GTS RHD

Price
Year of manufacture
Mileage
Gearbox

Price on Request
1966
45 938 mi /
73 931 km

RHD

Interior colour

Blue

Condition

Used

Location

Manual

Number of seats

2

Number of doors

2

Drivetrain

Drive

2wd

Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

Silver

Car type

Convertible /
Roadster

Description
Unveiled at the 1964 Paris Salon, the Ferrari 275 GTS was launched alongside its Berlinetta sibling,
carrying the same 3.3-litre V12 Colombo mounted in the front of a beautifully scultped drop-top
Pininfarina body.
Replacing the 250 GT Series II Cabriolet, the 275 GTS was produced in limited numbers, mainly
destined for the USA, with only 200 units being made in a short production run.
Even more exclusive than this, are the extremely rare Right Hand Drive examples of the 275 GTS, of
which only 14 were produced and we are incredibly proud to be offering one of the finest examples
today.
The car offered here was produced in 1966 and is a matching numbers example which still maintains
its original blue leather interior. It is a very low ownership car and has recently been awarded
Classiche Certification. It presents extremely well and is a sound drive; yet a restoration would not be
frivolous enterprise.
The Ferrari 275 GTS has been one of the fastest appreciating cars of the last 24 months and looks set
to continue in this trend, not only due to its fantastic looks, but also due to exclusivity and driving
pleasure.
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It is extremely rare that a RHD example comes on to the market, with the majority being part of
some of the finest collections, meaning that the car presented here today is a unique opportunity to
not only invest in car of great provenance, but also one of the rarest and finest 60s Ferraris ever
made.
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